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‘First Sale’ Strategy May Reduce U.S. Customs Duties
by Joel Walters and Maytee Pereira

For foreign-based multinational corporations
(MNCs) doing business in the United States, the

amount of customs duties paid on goods entering the
U.S. often is not a top-level consideration. However,
many of those companies might be leaving money on
the table by paying more in customs duties than is nec-
essary. Ninety percent of assessed U.S. customs duties
are based on value, so a reduction in the value of the
imported products will lead to a reduction in the duty
paid. This article discusses a concept known as ‘‘first
sale’’ that can help foreign MNCs achieve considerable
reductions in the U.S. customs duties they pay.

There are two strong reasons why the first sale con-
cept should be of particular interest to foreign MNCs:

• First, for the reasons discussed below, many for-
eign MNCs doing business in the United States
already use a multitiered structure, which is a pre-
requisite for first sale implementation. That is, in
many cases, there will be no need for foreign
MNCs to create a foreign middleman structure
with sufficient substance to meet the stringent re-
quirements imposed by U.S. Customs and Border

Protection to qualify for the benefits of first sale
because such a structure already exists.

• Second, because many foreign MNCs already
have the required structure in place — including
arm’s-length pricing that can satisfy Customs’
stringent requirements for documentation —
implementation of first sale often is not as oner-
ous as they may assume based on the substantial
benefit that might be available combined with a
lack of familiarity with U.S. customs rules.

What Is First Sale?
‘‘First sale for export’’ (often referred to as FSFE)

appraisal is, as a general proposition, a short-form des-
ignation for customs appraisal on the basis of a sale in
a multitiered sale chain at an earlier stage than the last
sale before importation. First sale is a Customs-
approved valuation method that may be used in multi-
tiered distribution systems (for example, foreign manu-
facturer, foreign middleman, and importer), under
which duties are assessed on the manufacturer-to-
middleman transaction price instead of the middleman-
to-importer transaction price. In essence, in an ap-
proved first sale transaction, Customs permits the
exclusion of the middleman’s markup when valuing
the imported merchandise.

The EU currently allows first sale valuation on im-
ports as well. However, the recent publication of draft
versions of the EU’s Union Customs Code Delegated
Act and the Union Customs Code Implementing Act
has raised significant concern in the EU trade commu-
nity that FSFE will be eliminated for EU imports. That
would make the continued availability of first sale valu-
ation in the U.S. — where the concept is backed by
well-established legal precedent — even more attractive
for MNCs that export to both the U.S. and countries in
the EU.
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Benefits of First Sale
Foreign MNCs, like all well-run businesses, are

looking to optimize their commercial structures, and
naturally, they take tax into consideration in achieving
that. Many of those companies, however, are largely
unaware of strategies that will allow them to use their
existing, substantive middleman structures to simulta-
neously reduce customs duties. Consequently, they of-
ten wind up with less-than-optimal tiered sales arrange-
ments and pay higher customs duties.

The failure of MNCs to effectively use existing
middleman-type structures to minimize their customs
duty liability most often can be traced to a lack of un-
derstanding of U.S. customs rules. As an illustration,
U.S. Customs has historically assessed a duty on the
price a U.S. importer pays a foreign seller. Given that
that price may include the cost of goods purchased by
the middleman from a contract manufacturer (or inde-
pendent supplier) plus the middleman’s markup, the
importer ends up paying a duty on the middleman’s
profit. An increased understanding of the first sale con-
cept, however, would help MNCs identify opportunities
to decrease their U.S. customs duties by reducing the
valuation of imported goods.

The potential U.S. customs duty savings from first
sale valuation are equal to the gross profit achieved by
the middleman multiplied by the duty rate applicable
to the imported merchandise. In some instances, it is
also possible to obtain refunds on duties paid in con-
nection with previous importations. These retroactive
refunds would apply to cases in which the existing
middleman structure existed, but appraisal was based
on the price paid by the U.S. importer.

Are you sub-optimizing your existing middleman
structure and paying more customs duties than you
should? At the very least, shouldn’t you see whether
you have a refund opportunity?

Who Could Benefit?
First sale strategies could be especially valuable to

MNCs that do the following:
• undertake manufacturing operations through a

separate legal entity;
• operate within an existing middleman structure

that would meet the stringent requirements to
qualify for first sale;

• import heavily into the U.S.; and
• pay high duties on those imports.
Companies in the textile, footwear, apparel, chemi-

cal, and plastics industries may benefit significantly
because they typically have high duty costs.

Possible Pitfalls

While the first sale concept is fairly simple, imple-
mentation of a first sale strategy can be complex, and
companies can encounter a variety of pitfalls. Common
trouble spots include:

• Substantiation of arm’s-length pricing in related-party
transactions is by far the most difficult of the legal
requirements to establish eligibility to use first sale
prices as the basis of customs value. The customs
interpretation of what constitutes arm’s-length
pricing and how it can be supported differs from
the traditional direct tax framework. Traditional
transfer pricing support is insufficient.

• Buy-in from the foreign parent (or global distribution
entity) is required — much of the necessary data
collection will have to be done by that entity, and
the data analysis will be of the foreign entity’s
financial information rather than the importer’s.

• Confidentiality concerns within the related entities
often pose significant challenges, even in vertically
integrated supply chains (that is, no downstream
visibility upstream financial structures).

• Maintenance of centralized inventory levels with ‘‘just
in time’’ delivery models can preclude the com-
pany’s ability to satisfy the ‘‘clearly destined’’ cri-
teria (that is, to qualify for first sale treatment,
goods must be clearly destined for export to the
United States).

• Failure to implement a sustainable first sale program.
Many complex first sale programs fail because
eligibility requirements are forgotten shortly after
the initial implementation, and ongoing compli-
ance is not built in. For all importers using first
sale valuation, U.S. Customs authorities retain an
ongoing right to validate eligibility in real time.

• Lack of dynamic support. First sale eligibility is
predicated on comprehensive transactional docu-
mentation and dynamic financial reporting. Im-
porters that fail to maintain complete and accu-
rate documentation and that undergo annual
analysis to establish ongoing eligibility run a sig-
nificant risk of first sale ineligibility.

Though these challenges generally are manageable,
lack of experience in best practice solutions often can
impede effective implementation. To reap the full ben-
efits of a first sale strategy, companies are encouraged
to develop a thorough program that effectively ad-
dresses the areas noted above as well as many other
details that can create issues if not properly handled. ◆
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